Online Discussion Boards
Consumers are Changing - Are your Research Methodologies?
As an alternative to in-person focus groups, Trailblazer Research introduces online discussion boards as a highly effective
and intuitive way to engage and understand your customers in our digital age and provide research findings that drive action.
Benefits of this Online Methodology:



High quality, relevant actionable insights with depth and integrity.
Quality output containing rich verbatim quotations.



Blend of qualitative (discussion) and quantitative (numbers).



Fast turnaround of reporting due to highly accurate transcripts.



Appeal to all demographics with reduced ‘group think’ influence.




Quality engagement with written responses offering time to reflect.
Anonymity
encourages more open and honest feedback.
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Convenience for participants to login from anywhere at any time.
We call our online board - Round Table - Bringing Heads Together
as depicted by this image of participants on their assorted devices.
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It’s called a story for a reason

How Online Discussion Boards Work:


Moderator creates a discussion guide and questions for our private online discussion board.



Participants meeting desired demographics, each receive private and protected access.




Participants login to respond to set open text questions, answer single or multi-choice polls or
join open discussion topics.
Similar to focus group concept but procedure-wise comparable to commenting on Facebook,
once they comment on a topic, participants are encouraged to comment and engage with
other participant’s earlier posts.




Each participant must provide input on every topic resulting in a rich in-depth discussion.
Participants can upload screenshots, documents or images to illustrate their viewpoint.
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As responses are typed, highly accurate transcripts of the entire discussion are available.

Mobile 0274850030

For more information:
Contact Rachel Wells

